FAIRBANKS MORSE DEFENSE TRAINING
Why Enroll with FMD?

Be Ready for Mission-Critical Service

With two state-of-the-art training facilities and offering over 25 courses, Fairbanks Morse Defense provides a wide variety of training solutions to meet your needs. The training we provide to our customers has many similarities to the intensive certified training we provide to our own FMD technicians. Our training courses address both operator and maintainer requirements and incorporate competence assessments.

Learn From The OEM Experts

Our OEM trained and certified trainers are of the first rank. FMD training instructors come from military backgrounds and understand the exact type of training needed to keep our ships at sea and our equipment running.

We offer a variety of different training options to fit our customer needs. Whether you prefer a classroom setting, a remote experience, or customer site training, FMD training programs cover a wide range of equipment. FMD also offers bespoke course management to accommodate customer needs.

Classroom Training

- Two exceptional and conveniently located training facilities stationed in Beloit, Wisconsin and Chesapeake, Virginia for a tailored classroom training experience.
- Equipped with state-of-the-art technology and equipment.
- Use of FM OnBoard, our augmented reality software, to enhance classroom and lab environments.

Customer Site Training

- Offered both on site and on board the ship.
- Incorporates almost all of the elements of classroom training and allows you to train on your equipment.

Remote/Virtual Training

- Remote/virtual training utilizing FM OnBoard.
- Experience augmented reality to train in real time on real equipment in the familiarity of your location.
Training Solutions

Fairbanks Morse Defense offers a variety of courses in both operator training and maintenance training.

- Operator training focuses on training the personnel using the equipment.
- Maintainor training empowers the technicians maintaining the equipment with the expertise and tools necessary to ensure that the equipment continues to power your vessel.

We utilize a mixture of training techniques in our courses.

- Our certified instructors use real OEM equipment and model the course material off of real, mission critical scenarios.
- We create and apply the latest in technology innovation and that continues into the classroom.
- By applying our FM OnBoard augmented reality software and AR headsets, we can create multimedia, self-guided technical instructions, access training remotely, or perform guided maintenance.

Please visit our website, FMDdefense.com/Training, to see our full list of course offerings.

Exceptional Facilities & Convenient Locations

Chesapeake Training & Service Center
733 Curtis Saunders Court
Chesapeake, VA 23321

Beloit Training Center
701 White Ave
Beloit, WI 53511

Featuring four in-production FMD engines and equipment from all FMD and partner product lines.

Housing legacy FMD engines, digital solutions, and auxiliary equipment.

Ready to Enroll?

Start your training with FMD! Visit the training page of our website to see our current course list, available dates and a description of each class. You can register directly on our website, or contact us via email. FMD_Training@FMDdefense.com

If you have any questions or would like to discuss any of our training programs in detail, please email FMD_Training@FMDdefense.com